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Abstract
The number of countries with more or less comprehensive national space legislation addressing in particular the authorization and supervision of private space activities continues to grow, and several more countries are currently in the process of adding themselves to that list. One of the more recent and most interesting ones among them is Nigeria, as the second African country after South Africa and—after Brazil—the second leading spacefaring nation from the developing world, to draft, further to a fairly recently established succinct framework law, a set of regulations addressing precisely those issues.

The paper briefly recaps the underlying international obligations, in particular as following from Articles VI, VII, and VIII of the Outer Space Treaty, the Liability Convention, and the Registration Convention, Nigeria being a party to all three. It then proceeds to analyze the 2010 National Space Research and Development Agency Act and the 2015 draft Regulations on the Licensing and Supervision of Space Activities from the above perspective. It will compare the Nigerian legislation as needed or helpful with other national space laws already pronounced on those issues, and in doing so will take Nigeria’s role as leading African nation in outer space in this respect into consideration. This will finally allow for some conclusions as to the contribution to the further development of (international and national) space law represented by these Nigerian legislative efforts.
1. Introduction

There is little doubt that the entry of private enterprise into outer space is one of the most fundamental developments in space law, as requiring a specific form of national space legislation providing for appropriate authorization and supervision. The number of countries establishing such legislation is consistently growing, and no longer confined moreover to the Western world, which had always been attuned to an important role of private enterprise in economy and society, and the formerly communist countries led by the erstwhile Soviet Union, which at least had comprehensive experience with space activities.

Nigeria, a leading country in Africa also in terms of outer space, in 2010 established the National Space Research and Development Agency Act (NASRDA Act) and is as of this writing in the process of preparing further regulations, both relevant in the context of allowing the entry of private enterprise into outer space under the aegis of the Nigerian government. Thereby, Nigeria became the second country in Africa after South Africa and the second leading spacefaring nation from the developing world after Brazil to develop national legislation addressing such a role of the private sector. Already for that reason alone it is worthwhile to analyze and evaluate this new example of national space legislation.

2. Nigeria and the international space law framework for private space activities

Nigeria is a party to the first four of the space treaties developed in the bosom of UNCOPUOS: the Outer Space Treaty, the Rescue Agreement, the Liability Convention, and the Registration Convention. While the Rescue Agreement and its substantive regime may become relevant once private manned spaceflight activities in Nigeria would become feasible, at this stage it is primarily the other three treaties that are important as they provide the main structural principles for any national law dealing with private space activities. For the present purpose the three most important among those principles may be summarized as follows.

First, Nigeria is internationally responsible for “national activities in outer space” also if conducted by private entities, and is under an obligation to authorize and supervise such activities for the purpose of compliance with international space law. While other means would in principle exist to implement that obligation to authorize and supervise, the most comprehensive and transparent legal mechanism is by way of a national space law including a licensing system. The scope of that licensing system ratione materiae as well as ratione personae should of course encompass in particular all “national activities in outer space” referenced above. Here, however, in the absence of an authoritative interpretation on the international level, each state has to make up its own mind as to precisely which categories of space activities to license, read authorize and continuously supervise: those conducted by nationals, those conducted from national territory, and/or those involving space objects launched from national territory, or any other relevant combination.

Second, Nigeria will be held liable for damage caused by such private space activities to the extent that it might qualify as a “launching State” of the space object causing such damage in accordance with applicable definitions. Thus, any national space law-cum-
licensing system should preferably include rules on handling—read derogating—such third-party liabilities, noting that at the international level there is no cap on them,\textsuperscript{13} and as needed provide for corresponding requirements regarding liability insurance.

Third, Nigeria will be required to register any space object for which it qualifies as a “launching State,” unless (an)other state(s) also qualifies as such and (one of) that/those other state(s) agrees to act as state of registration.\textsuperscript{14} This duty to register applies both on a national level and with regard to the international register maintained by the UN Office for Outer Space Affairs\textsuperscript{15} but also entails the possibility for Nigeria to exercise jurisdiction on a quasi-territorial basis on board any such space object\textsuperscript{16}—for example, in order to legally control the activities undertaken by a private operator involving such a space object.

3. Nigeria, space activities, and space law

In terms of its autonomous involvement in space activities and consequent direct relevance at the domestic level of its partisanship to the Outer Space Treaty, the Liability Convention and the Registration Convention, Nigeria established its National Space Research and Development Agency (NASRDA) at the federal level already in 1999, approved the first National Space Policy and Programme in 2001, had its first (micro-)satellite launched in 2003 and its first telecom satellite, the Nigcomsat-1, in 2007.\textsuperscript{17}

Following these successes, however, Nigeria has now become more ambitious and is planning \textit{inter alia} to design, build, and launch a satellite of its own from a domestic launch site by 2030.\textsuperscript{18}

This also meant the legal framework needed to be upgraded, to allow meeting the challenges imposed by such ambitions in an orderly fashion as well as remaining compliant with Nigeria’s obligations under international space law. Whereas NASRDA was originally established as a relatively small research institution under the supervision of the Federal Ministry of Science and Technology of Nigeria,\textsuperscript{19} the Agency now would have to take on a more comprehensive and proactive role in the Nigerian space effort including the involvement of private industry. Consequently, the NASRDA Act was adopted in 2010, with further Regulations on the Licensing and Supervision of Space Activities drafted in 2015 and as of this writing going through the legislative process of becoming adopted.

4. The NASRDA Act

As the full title of the Act clarifies, it serves to establish the Agency for, among other things, the encouragement of and capacity building in space science technology development and management and to develop satellite technology for various applications and for related matters. This mostly concerns typical public space agency tasks, but a few clauses stand out as being relevant for the involvement of private industry in the broader context of such policies and activities.

Notably, an explicit function of the Agency is now to “develop national strategies for the exploitation of the outer space and make these part of the overall national development strategies, and implement strategies for \textit{promoting private sector participation in the space industry.}”\textsuperscript{20}
Furthering such strategies moreover, the Agency can now “grant license to any person of body corporate for activities stated in section 6(k) of this Act.” Section 6(k) refers to the Agency’s function to “be the repository of all satellite data over Nigeria’s territory and accordingly, all collaborations and consultation in space data related matters in Nigeria shall be carried out or undertaken by or with the Agency.” The reference to “satellite data” clarifies that the licensing clause would be (mainly) targeting satellite remote sensing operations, an area in which Nigeria is particularly interested, but might well come to include for instance positioning and navigation data generated by satellites as well.

Not surprisingly in view of the history of Nigeria as a former colony of the United Kingdom, the general conditions for being granted a license closely resemble those listed by the UK Outer Space Act and require lack of jeopardy of public health, safety of persons and property, consistency with the international obligations of Nigeria, and consistency with the national security of Nigeria.

Also the more specific conditions which can be included in any license closely mirror the ones listed by the UK Outer Space Act, among others referring to requirements to prevent contamination of outer space or interference with the space activities of others, to dispose of a payload after termination of operations, or to insure against third-party liability. Nothing, however, was specifically provided here with regard to any specific international liabilities to be incurred under the Liability Convention and/or any derogation or indemnification mechanism vis-à-vis the licensee.

Finally, the NASRDA Act already provides for the obligation of the Agency to “maintain a register of Space Objects,” which shall include “particulars of such space objects as the Agency considers appropriate to comply with the international obligations of the Federal Republic of Nigeria,” referring to Nigeria’s partisanship to the Registration Convention. Any licensee will likely be required as per his license to provide the minimum information required by the Registration Convention in that respect.

While the NASRDA Act thus established the basic competence of the Agency to issue licenses as well as the general framework for compliance with the major international obligations of Nigeria pursuant to, in particular, the Outer Space Treaty, the Liability Convention, and the Registration Convention, it still left more detailed questions in this regard unanswered.

5. The regulations on the licensing and supervision of space activities

Thus, within a few years of the adoption of the NASRDA Act the first major effort to fill the gaps left by that framework statute was initiated. As of this writing, Regulations on the Licensing and Supervision of Space Activities, drafted in a first version in 2015, are making their way through the Nigerian legislative machinery, and as the title of course clarifies, address primarily the authorization and supervision of (private) space activities somehow falling within the jurisdiction of Nigeria.

The first aspect to note is that, while the NASRDA Act focused on satellite data, presuming to mean in particular remote sensing satellite data, and hence on the licensing of private operators in the field of satellite remote sensing, the Draft Regulations define the “space activities” subject to its regime as “includ[ing] space objects and their control.”
which suggests that *any* activity in outer space involving a space object (and perhaps even if not) could now in principle become licensed by the Agency. This is corroborated by the more extended interpretation of "space activity" by the Draft Regulations as including "the operation, guidance, and re-entry of space objects into, in and from outer space and other activities essential for the launch of, operation, guidance and re-entry of space objects into, in and from outer space."28

In this respect it may further be noted that Nigeria explicitly defines "outer space," as "anything beyond 100 km above sea level" and the launch of a space object as launching it "into an area beyond the distance of 100 km above sea level."29 By this token, Nigeria becomes effectively the fourth state to offer a distinct number as regards the altitude at which sovereign airspace should be considered to give way to the global commons of outer space, after Australia,30 Kazakhstan,31 and Denmark.32 It thereby falls in line with a broader trend to recognize a virtual 100-km altitude line as the most appropriate lower boundary of outer space, which even in the context of US legislation, the United States being the country most reticent when it comes to recognition of such a boundary (or indeed any specific boundary) of outer space, is currently creeping into the discussions.34

The conditions for being granted a license reiterate those already set out by Sections 9(2) and (4) of the NASRDA Act as discussed above,35 then add a number of more precise ones. For instance, the licensee is now explicitly required to comply with applicable ITU rules on frequency allocations and orbital positions.36

Moreover, in addition to licensing "space activities" in general, the Agency would under the Draft Regulations also have the authority to grant various forms of authorization for launch and launch-related activities. The approach here follows very much that of Australia—another prominent spacefaring member of the Commonwealth which remained of the erstwhile British Empire.

Thus, first a "launch facility permit" "covering the construction and operation of a launch facility in Nigeria, a particular kind of launch vehicle and particular flight paths" can be granted.37 Second, a "launch permit" may be issued "authorizing: (a) the launch of a particular space object; or (b) a particular series of launches of space objects that (. . .), having regard to the nature of any payloads to be carried, may appropriately be authorized by a single launch permit; from a specified launch facility in Nigeria using a specified kind of launch vehicle."38 Third, an "overseas launch certificate" may be granted for "(a) the launch of a particular space object; or (b) a particular series of launches of space objects."39 The certificate is only mandatory for Nigerian nationals—logically so, since it concerns an *overseas* launch certificate.40

Finally, an "exemption certificate" can be obtained as replacing a launch facility permit, launch permit, or overseas launch certificate.41

In sum: the scope *ratione materiae* of the licensing regime to be established by the Draft Regulations encompasses—at least until further notice—all activities normally considered to fall within the scope of "space activities," including the "activities in outer space" which Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty references as giving rise to international responsibility.42

*Ratione personae*, the Draft Regulations require a license from all "[c]orporations registered in Nigeria with ownership of space object(s)"—that is, private operators with the
legal nationality of Nigeria—and from all “[o]perators (. . .) of space object(s) and launch vehicle(s) within Nigerian territory”—that is, private operators acting from Nigerian territory, including from the quasi-territory of Nigerian ships or aircraft. In other words, “national activities in outer space” as entailing Nigerian international responsibility pursuant to Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty are interpreted as referring both to personal and territorial jurisdiction of Nigeria. Interestingly, as for the second part, also manufacturers of space objects or launch vehicles are included, even as manufacturing does not formally play a role in allocating state responsibility following Article VI of the Outer Space Treaty or state liability following Article VII of the Outer Space Treaty and the Liability Convention.

6. Liability

Contrary to the NASRDA Act, the Draft Regulations provided for substantial handling of international third-party liabilities.

First, it is now specifically provided that

(1) A person to whom this Regulation applies shall indemnify the Government of the Federal Republic of Nigeria against any claim brought against the Government in respect of damage or loss arising out of activities carried on by him to which the Regulation applies. (2) The person or entity to indemnify the Government in respect to damage caused by its space activities is to pay an amount not exceeding [US]$15,000,000. Second, it is required for any licensee to provide insurance with respect to damages that may trigger the application of the Liability Convention. And third, such insurance should at least cover a sum of US$5,000,000. In other words: the Nigerian government effectively establishes a three-tier system regarding international liability claims for which Nigeria qualifies as a launching state under the Liability Convention. For a first tier of at least up to US$5,000,000, the insurance of the licensee will reimburse the government; for a second tier up to a total amount of US$15,000,000 (the first tier included) the government will be entitled to have recourse to the funds of the licensee to the extent available; whereas for a third tier of any damage above US$15,000,000 the government accepts up front that the state will carry such liability without recourse to the licensee or his insurance.

It is, of course, especially considering Nigeria’s status as a leading developing spacefaring country, interesting to compare this amount to the amounts quoted in other national statutes and regulations with regard to limiting the derogation of liability to a licensee. Brazil, it may already be noted, does not provide any clue as regards the limitation of liability or liability insurance. In the United States, following a complex calculation of a maximum probable loss and reasonably insurable coverage, and subject to a “maximum allowable cap” of US$500,000,000, any licensee will be subjected to his own specific limit of third-party liability and related
insurance (including reimbursement of the US government to the extent claims under the Liability Convention are concerned).  

European countries, to the extent mentioning any specific amounts, are converging on a limit to both insurance and liability of €60,000,000, roughly some US$68,000,000. That amount is directly referenced in the Austrian Outer Space Act, has become the norm in France through a complicated interplay with other documents following from the French Law on Space Activities as applied to existing launch vehicles, and as per a recent amendment was also introduced in the United Kingdom, first for the cap on insurance, then also on liability as such.

Finally as for South Korea, further to the Korean Space Development Act the Korean Space Liability Act calls for insurance against third-party liability up to 200 billion Won (some US$166,000,000), which also represents the maximum of liability itself.

In sum: the Nigerian approach to international third-party liability claims resulting from space activities by licensed private operators seems to be a rather generous one, as the limits imposed are generally at the low end of the scale when compared to some major other spacefaring nations.

7. Concluding remarks

Clearly, Nigerian national space law presents another interesting addition to the growing body of national legislation handling the entry of private space activities in outer space and the realm of space activities. While the Draft Regulations are still being straightened out as they progress through the legislative machinery, it already provides considerable details on the general approach that Nigeria takes with regard to implementation of its international obligations under the four “classic” space treaties that it has signed.

Contrary to Brazil, that other major developing country already having national space legislation but focusing very much on launch activities, in the case of Nigeria a rather comprehensive approach has now been adopted. Basically all space activities would seem to be eligible (at least in principle) for a license, even as the focus to some extent still lies with launch activities—logical, in view of the major international ramifications of a country’s involvement in the launch of a space object in terms of its international liabilities. In this respect Nigeria very much follows the detailed approach of Australia, another member of the Commonwealth, whereas in some other respects it closely follows the approach taken by the mother country of that same Commonwealth, the United Kingdom.

The comprehensive approach also appears in determining the scope of the licensing obligations ratione personae, as encompassing both Nigerian nationals (including companies) and anyone conducting relevant space activities from Nigeria. In addition, taking care of its international registration obligations also allows the authorities to exercise jurisdiction on board relevant space objects so registered, adding another legal tool for control, authorization, and supervision to the legal toolbox.

While the comprehensive character of the Nigerian approach is to be applauded, as such it does not provide a major novelty in international space law. Also the registration arrangements closely follow the international legal framework and key examples of domestic implementation thereof.
The most progressive contribution of the Nigerian legislation to international space law may thus well lie in its specific reference to a 100-km altitude “line” as presenting the lower boundary of outer space. This certainly adds new fuel to the ongoing debate about the definition and delimitation of outer space, siding in this respect with Australia (again), Kazakhstan, and Denmark, as well as with other, less clear-cut legal initiatives.

Most interestingly, from the perspective of a developing nation, is its handling of damage caused by private licensees: the Nigerian approach is to remain on the lower end of reimbursement obligations imposed upon the licensee, so as to stimulate private operators (in particular foreign ones, one would be tempted to say) to seek out Nigeria for the purpose. Where Brazil had adopted quite specific and targeted provisions allowing the country to exercise specific control over foreign investments, Nigeria apparently is confident that the general conditions and competences of monitoring and enforcement would suffice for the desired level of control.

On the other hand, maybe this “leniency” is offset by the substantive licensing fee of US$2,000,000 which the Draft Regulations would command. Care should be taken to ensure that this is not going to be interpreted as if licensing is seen as more of a cash cow for the government than an instrument to balance the interests of the general public in Nigeria and compliance with its international obligations on the one hand, and the interests in stimulating private participation in space activities in a beneficial context on the other. There is a precarious balance between a high “flat” entrance fee for private entities opening the door into the outer space arena by way of a license, so as to ensure that only serious and well-equipped companies would make an effort to enter in the first place, and imposition of a relatively lenient regulatory burden upon such entrance in terms of liabilities, so as to stimulate such companies to move ahead beyond the entrance.

Ultimately, however, any “final” judgement would have to wait for, first, formal adoption and enunciation of the Regulations and, second, the experience following such adoption with actual license applications.
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